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Abstract The production and transport of plasma mass are essential processes in the dynamics of
planetary magnetospheres. At Jupiter, it is hypothesized that Io’s volcanic plasma carried out of the
plasma torus is transported radially outward in the rotating magnetosphere and is recurrently ejected as
plasmoid via tail reconnection. The plasmoid ejection is likely associated with particle energization, radial
plasma flow, and transient auroral emissions. However, it has not been demonstrated that plasmoid ejection
is sensitive to mass loading because of the lack of simultaneous observations of both processes. We report
the response of plasmoid ejection to mass loading during large volcanic eruptions at Io in 2015. Response of
the transient aurora to the mass loading rate was investigated based on a combination of Hisaki satellite
monitoring and a newly developed analytic model. We found that the transient aurora frequently recurred at
a 2–6 day period in response to a mass loading increase from 0.3 to 0.5 t/s. In general, the recurrence of the
transient aurora was not significantly correlated with the solar wind, although there was an exceptional event
with a maximum emission power of ~10 TW after the solar wind shock arrival. The recurrence of plasmoid
ejection requires the precondition that an amount comparable to the total mass of magnetosphere, ~1.5 Mt,
is accumulated in the magnetosphere. A plasmoid mass of more than 0.1 Mt is necessary in case that the
plasmoid ejection is the only process for mass release.

1. Introduction

Jupiter’s rotating magnetosphere is filled with magnetized plasmas provided by the moons, rings, external
solar wind, and Jupiter’s atmosphere. The dominant plasma source is the moon Io. Io’s volcanoes supply neu-
tral gases, which mainly consist of mainly sulfur dioxide (SO2) and constitutive atoms. Oxygen and sulfur
atoms are created via dissociation of the neutral gases by impacts with magnetospheric ions and electrons
and by photolysis. These neutral atoms escape from Io’s atmosphere to the magnetosphere. Neutral gas is
ionized via collisional processes with the magnetospheric electrons and is picked up by Jupiter’s intrinsic
magnetic field. The Iogenic plasma corotates with the planet, forming the Io plasma torus in the inner mag-
netosphere. The net rate of plasma mass transported out of the torus is estimated to be 0.26–1.4 t/s
(1 t = 1,000 kg; Delamere & Bagenal, 2003; Delamere et al., 2004; Steffl et al., 2006). In the present study,
we refer to this net rate as the “plasma mass loading rate” or simply “mass loading rate.” The loaded plasma
circulates throughout the magnetosphere. Thermal energy, kinetic energy, and angular momentum, which
are essential for magnetospheric dynamics, as well as the mass, are carried by the circulating plasma. See
the reviews in Bagenal et al. (2004), Bagenal and Delamere (2011), Delamere, Bagenal, et al. (2015),
Achilleos et al. (2014), Kivelson (2014), and references therein for properties of the plasma circulation.

Previous theoretical studies predicted that the plasma mass would be transported out of the Io plasma torus
via the interchange instability, driven by the centrifugal force attributed to the corotational motion (e.g.,
Ioannidis & Brice, 1971; Siscoe & Summers, 1981; Southwood & Kivelson, 1987, 1989). As a result of this
instability, inward moving flux tubes carry the hot and tenuous plasmas originating outside the torus into
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the central torus, while outward moving flux tubes carry the cold and dense plasmas of the central torus
outside. The net transport of magnetic flux is required to be zero by theoretical consideration of previous stu-
dies (Delamere, Otto, et al., 2015). The net transport of the plasma mass is directed outward and is referred to
as the mass loading. “Finger”-shaped cross sections on the equatorial plane are formed by the inward and
outward moving flux tubes in numerical magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations (e.g., Hiraki et al., 2012;
Ma et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2007; Yang et al., 1994), although these shapes are subject to the initial
perturbations.

In situ measurements of the magnetic field, plasma waves, and energetic particles actually indicated signa-
tures suggestive of the inward moving flux tubes filled with hot tenuous plasma (Kivelson et al., 1997;
Thorne et al., 1997; Russell et al., 2000, 2005). The inward hot plasma transport was also confirmed from radial
distribution of hot electron fraction in the torus plasma, which was diagnosed based on extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) spectroscopy from the Hisaki satellite (Yoshioka et al., 2014, 2017).

Radially outward transported plasma is finally released from the magnetosphere in some form. The plasmoid
ejection via the Vasyliūnas type reconnection in the tail region (Vasyliūnas, 1983) is thought to be the most
significant mass release process, despite the still outstanding uncertainty in plasmoid size, density, and total
mass (e.g., Cowley et al., 2015; McComas & Bagenal, 2007; McComas et al., 2014; Vogt et al., 2014). Previous
studies have reported bursty inward/outward plasma flows in the tail region from midnight to dawn asso-
ciated with the Vasyliūnas reconnection having a recurrence frequency of 1.5–7 days (e.g., Kasahara et al.,
2013; Kronberg et al., 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009; Krupp et al., 1998; Woch et al., 1998, 2002). The previous studies
expected that plasma mass release is likely to recur at such a frequency if the bursty inward/outward plasma
flows correspond to the plasmoid ejections. It should be noted that the small-scale “drizzle” of plasma on the
closed field lines from noon to the dusk side is also one of the mass release candidates (Bagenal, 2007;
Delamere, Otto, et al., 2015). In the present study, we refer to the plasmoid ejection in the tail region from
midnight to the dawn sector as the “large-scale” Vasyliūnas reconnection to distinguish the small-scale driz-
zle from noon to the dusk side.

It has long been suggested that the association of the large-scale Vasyliūnas reconnection with “energetic
events” is a global disturbance, spreading from the inner to outer magnetosphere (Louarn et al., 2007,
2014, 1998, 2000). During energetic events, transient energetic particle injections and magnetic field pertur-
bations with a duration of a few hours take place in the inner magnetosphere, simultaneously with excita-
tions of the hectometric radio emission emitted from the auroral region and narrow-band kilometric
emission emitted from the outer torus. These phenomena recur at a frequency of one event every few days.
When the International Ultraviolet Explorer observed variability in the UV aurora like energetic events, thin-
ning of the current sheet, and magnetic field fluctuation around the current sheet crossing were detected in
the in situ measurements of Galileo (Prangé et al., 2001). The energetic events highly suggest that the large-
scale Vasyliūnas tail reconnection onsets the planetward transport of energy and/or plasma, which are dissi-
pated at the middle magnetosphere, inner magnetosphere, and auroral region.

Recently, continuous monitoring of EUV aurora with Hisaki has indicated that auroral brightening with dura-
tions of less than 10 h recur at a frequency of every few days (Kimura et al., 2015, 2017). In this study, a “tran-
sient aurora” refers to an impulsive brightening with typical duration less than 10 h. Transient auroral events
occurred during periods when the solar wind was relatively quiet. Kimura et al. (2015, 2017) argued that the
transient auroral is “internally-driven” by internal plasma supply from Io and Jupiter’s rotation. Auroral ima-
ging by the Hubble space telescope during the transient aurora showed enhancement of poleward auroral
structures, which is related to the solar wind interaction, and dawn-storm-like structure (Clarke et al., 2004,
2009; Nichols et al., 2009), which were followed by outer emissions within a few hours (Badman et al.,
2016; Gray et al., 2016; Kimura et al., 2017; Nichols et al., 2017). See, for example, Grodent (2015) and
Clarke et al. (2004) for details of the poleward aurora, dawn storm, and outer emission. Although there are
still controversial discussions on magnetospheric disturbances corresponding to each structure of aurora
(e.g., Clarke et al., 2004, 2009; Nichols et al., 2009, 2017), the poleward aurora and dawn storm might
be suggestive of magnetopause and tail reconnections, respectively. The outer emissions are highly
suggestive of the energetic particle injections (Dumont et al., 2015; Mauk et al., 2002; Radioti et al.,
2009). Kimura et al. (2015, 2017) interpreted the transient aurora as a part of the energetic event. The
Vasyliūnas reconnection is the most plausible candidate for the initiation of the transient aurora, as
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suggested by the energetic event. Gray et al. (2016) actually indicated
that during the transient aurora, an auroral spot merged into the dawn
storm from high latitudes, which is suggestive of the reconnection
return flow in the outer magnetosphere.

In spite of the circumstantial evidence, it has not been observationally
demonstrated that mass release via the Vasyliūnas reconnection should
be a consequence of the mass loading.

On 20 January 2015, Kleer and Pater (2016) and Yoneda et al. (2015) found
that volcanic eruptions started at Io. This finding is based on the mid-
infrared observation of Io’s surface and visible observation of the sodium
nebula extending around Io’s orbit. Hisaki monitored EUV spectrum of
torus during the volcanic eruptions and found that the number densities
of major ions and electrons in the torus increased up to ~2 times greater
than pre-eruption values ~50 days after the start of volcanic eruptions
(Yoshikawa et al., 2017). Yoshikawa et al. (2017) also showed that ~20 days
after the start of volcanic eruptions, the transient aurora started to recur
with a few-day period. This is likely an indication of a mass release
process responding to a high mass loading rate associated with
volcanic eruptions.

This study proposes a new simple analytical model that can quantitatively
estimate the mass loading rate based on continuous monitoring of the
EUV luminosity of the torus. Response of the recurrent transient aurora
to the estimated mass loading rate is investigated with Hisaki. The recur-
rent transient aurora is hypothesized to be an indicator of the
Vasyliūnas reconnection and also that of the energetic event because
these three phenomena are likely “internally driven”with a few-day period
by the mass loading from Io and Jupiter’s rotation (e.g., Kimura et al., 2015;
Louarn et al., 2014; Vasyliūnas, 1983). Based on the auroral response to the
estimated mass loading rate, the budget of mass stored in the magneto-
sphere is discussed.

2. Analytical Model for Plasma Mass Loading Estimation

In the present study, we develop a simple analytical model for estimating the net rate of plasmamass loading
based on the torus EUV emission. The torus EUV emission consists of sulfur and oxygen ion emissions sensi-
tive to electron temperature in the torus. One can estimate plasma parameters of torus based on the EUV
spectral diagnostics, for example, ion density, cold core electron temperature, and fraction of minor hot elec-
trons. Our new analytical model does not require high spectral resolution UV spectroscopy, as has been
required for the spectral diagnostics and physical chemistry models of previous studies (e.g., Yoshioka
et al., 2014, 2017). This is because ourmodel associates the total emission power from the torus, not EUV spec-
tral shape, to the mass loading rate (see below). The entire region of the torus EUV emission is spatially inte-
grated to obtain the total emission power. This is possible because the dominant emission region of the torus
has a width of ~±8 Rj (~320 arcsec at opposition; Rj = Jovian radius) in the east-west direction from Jupiter and
a height of ~2 Rj (~40 arcsec) in the north-south direction from the centrifugal equator, which are entirely
enclosed in the “dumbbell-shaped” slit of the Hisaki EUV spectrometer with an aperture of 140 × 360 arcsec.

The interchange instability is assumed to take place in the central torus, that is, ~6 Rj, where magnetic flux
tubes filled with hot tenuous plasma move radially inward while those filled with cold dense plasma move
radially outward. The system is assumed to be axisymmetric: the rotation axis is aligned with the magnetic
axis, and plasma has longitudinally symmetric structure. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the setting.
Equatorial cross sections of the inward/outward moving flux tubes have finger- or bubble-like shapes, which
are expected from the in situ magnetic field measurements (Kivelson et al., 1997; Thorne et al., 1997). The
finger-shape was often set for initial conditions in the MHD simulations (Hiraki et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2016;
Wu et al., 2007; Yang et al., 1994). The finger-like shape is displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the interchange instability in the Io plasma torus. At a
radial distance r around Io’s orbit, the flux tube with magnetic flux density B is
filled with a cold plasma with density nc at electron temperature Tc. The
cold flux tube azimuthally extends with width dlout and moves outward at
velocity vout. The hot flux tube with B + δB, where δB is the difference in the
magnetic flux density between the hot and cold flux tubes, filled with a
hot tenuous plasma with density nh at temperature Th azimuthally extends
with width dlin and moves inward at velocity vin.
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At a radial distance r around the central torus at ~6 Rj, a cold dense flux tube with azimuthal width dlout moves
outward at radial velocity vout. The cold flux tube is filled with plasma with electron density nc, electron tem-
perature Tc in energy units, and magnetic flux density B. A hot tenuous flux tube moves inward at radial velo-
city vin with width dlin, filled with plasma with electron density nh, electron temperature Th in energy units,
and flux density B + δB, where δB is the difference in the magnetic flux density between the inward and out-
wardmoving flux tubes. All quantities are assumed to be constant in longitude and latitude. The ion and elec-
tron densities have the same value at the equatorial plane and exponentially decrease along the background
magnetic field lines with a scale height H. The temperature, velocity, and width are spatially uniform along
the background field lines within ±H from the centrifugal equator.

We require the net magnetic flux within a radial distance r to be conserved. This leads to a balance between
the magnetic fluxes carried by the inward and outward flows per unit time:

Bvout∮dlout ¼ Bþ δBð Þvin∮dlin (1)

Here the fluxes carried by inward and outward flows are integrated over all longitudes. The integration ∮dl
corresponds to the total azimuthal length (or area) of the inward/outwardmoving flux tube at r. This equation
is solved for vout:

vout ¼ vin 1þ δB
B

� �
∮dlin
∮dlout

¼ vin 1þ δB
B

� �
∮dlin

2πr � ∮dlin evin
∮dlin
2πr

; (2)

which we expand to a first-order Taylor series with ∮dlin/2πr ≪ 1 and δB/B ≪ 1. The ratio ∮dlin/2πr ≪ 1 is justified
by the in situ magnetic field measurements by Galileo (Kivelson et al., 1997; Russell et al., 2000, 2005), which
indicated that the observing time of the inward moving flux tube was less than 1% in total, suggesting a
small azimuthal area for the inward moving flux tube. In the present study, we refer to the ratio of the
inward flux tube area to the outward flux tube area ∮dlin/ ∮ dlout ≡ A as the “inward/outward (I/O) area ratio.”
The flux density difference δB/B ≪ 1 is also justified by the previous studies mentioned above, which showed
that the magnetic flux density of the inward moving flux tube is a few percent larger than that of the
lambient plasma.

To associate the outward/inward moving flux tubes with the torus EUV emissions, we consider the total
energy of hot electrons carried by the inward moving flux tube. The hot electrons are input into the torus
through the interchange instability and interact with the ambient electrons and ions via collisional processes,
for example, ionization, radiative excitation, and Coulomb interaction. Consequently, EUV photons are
emitted from collisionally excited ions. Although the number density fraction of the hot electrons is less than
15% of the ambient torus electron density (e.g., Yoshioka et al., 2014), the input energy of hot electrons con-
tributes to 26–66% of the total EUV emission power (Bagenal & Delamere, 2011). The total input energy of hot
electrons is expressed by the inward moving flux tube parameters as

W in ¼ ∮
ffiffiffi
π

p
HnhThvindlin (3)

This gives the total azimuthal length of the inward moving flux tube:

∮dlin ¼ W inffiffiffi
π

p
HnhThvin

(4)

The outward velocity can be associated with the hot electron energy by substituting equation (4) into (2):

vout ¼ W in

2π3=2rHnhTh
(5)

The plasma mass carried by the outward moving flux tube is evaluated as
ffiffiffi
π

p
Hρout∮voutdlout where the mass

density ρout is assumed to be dominated by ions with mean mass mi in a single charge state, resulting in

ρout = minc. One should note that the inward moving flux tube recirculates the mass inward at a rate of
ffiffiffi
π

p

Hρin∮vindlin with ρin = minh, reducing the net rate of plasma mass loading. The net rate of mass loading _M is
rewritten as

_M ¼ ffiffiffi
π

p
H ρout∫voutdlout � ρin∫vindlin½ � (6)
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For the sake of an estimate, we assume that H is the same for the inflow and outflow, recognizing that H is
temperature dependent (see, e.g., equation (4) in Delamere et al., 2005). For the temperature-dependent
scale height, hot plasma filled in the inward moving flux tube is spread along the field line more broadly than

cold plasma in the outward moving flux tube. This would reduce the net rate of _M in equation (6). Combining

equations (1) and (5) with equation (6), _M is reduced to a simple form:

_M ¼ miW in

Th
nc=nh � 1ð Þ (7)

The inward moving flux tube density nh was investigated based on the in situ magnetic field measurements
by Galileo. Under the assumption of isothermal plasma, Kivelson et al. (1997) and Thorne et al. (1997) esti-
mated the “density differential” δn/nc = 0.4–0.47, which is the density difference between the inward moving
flux tube and the ambient plasma, normalized by the ambient plasma density. With the density differential,
we obtain the inward moving flux tube density as nh = nc(1 � δn/nc), which leads to the final form:

_M ¼ miW in

Th

δn=nc
1� δn=ncð Þ (8)

With nh = nc(1 � δn/nc), other essential parameters vout and A = ∮ dlin/ ∮ dlout are rewritten as

vout ¼ W in

2π3=2rHncTh 1� δn=ncð Þ (9)

and

A ¼ W in

2π3=2rHncTh 1� δn=ncð Þvin (10)

We can estimate _M from the mean ion mass, hot electron temperature, density differential, and total input
power of hot electrons. The parametersmi and Th have been constrained by the previous EUV spectral diag-
nostics (mi~25 [amu] and Th ~ 100–400 [eV]), and Win can be estimated by Hisaki EUV spectroscopy (see
details in section 3.2). The most uncertain parameter is δn/nc because there have been only a few estimates
from the in situ measurements. In the next section, we constrain δn/nc based on previous studies.

3. Parameter Constraints
3.1. Density Differential and Source Location of Inward Moving Flux Tube

From equation (8), Win is expressed as

W in ¼
_MTh

mi

1� δn=ncð Þ
δn=nc

(11)

Based on this relation, we investigate response ofWin with respect to the input parameters _M and Th to con-
strain δn/nc. Bagenal and Delamere (2011) constrainedWin to 0.2–0.9 TW based on their UV spectral diagnos-
tics from Cassini and Voyager and the physical chemistry model made by Delamere and Bagenal (2003),

Delamere et al. (2004), and Steffl et al. (2006). _M has been estimated to be 0.26–1.4 t/s (1 t = 1,000 kg) based
on the physical chemistry model and observations (e.g., Smyth & Marconi, 2003; Saur et al., 2003; Bagenal,
1997; Delamere & Bagenal, 2003; Delamere et al., 2004, 2005). We use a typical temperature of 100–400 eV
for Th, referring to the in situ measurements from Voyager and Galileo (Frank & Paterson, 1999; Sittler &
Strobel, 1987) and the remote monitoring and spectral diagnostics from the Hisaki satellite (Yoshioka et al.,
2014, 2017; Yoshikawa et al., 2017, 2016).

Figure 2a shows the distribution ofWin as a function of _M and Th for a density differential δn/nc = 0.7. It is evi-

dent that some sets of parameters ( _M , Th, Win) satisfy constraints from previous studies, for example,

Win = 0.9 TW at ( _M, Th) = (1.4 t/s, 400 eV). For δn/nc > 0.7, the set of parameters is inconsistent with the pre-

vious constraints; for example, Win = 0.9 TW cannot be derived from the parameter space if _M = 0.26–1.4 t/s
and Th = 100–400 eV. Therefore, we constrain δn/nc to ~0.7 as the maximum value. In the same manner, the
minimum value of δn/nc is constrained to be ~0.35 as shown in Figure 2b. The observed density differential
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δn/nc = 0.4–0.47 (Kivelson et al., 1997; Thorne et al., 1997) is between these
maximum and minimum values, validating of the assumption and
formulation of our analytical model.

We briefly consider the source location of the inward moving flux tube
based on the constraint δn/nc ~ 0.35–0.7. Figure 3 shows radial profiles
of the equatorial plasma density n and quantity nL4 associated with the
total flux tube content (see, e.g., Siscoe, 1978, for details of the flux tube
content). Here the background magnetic field is assumed to be a dipole
field. The density profile is the empirical model constructed from the in
situ measurements from Galileo and Voyager (Bagenal & Delamere,
2011). The two dotted lines in Figure 3a show hot density profiles with
density differentials δn/nc = 0.35 and 0.7, respectively. The quantity nL4

for hot flux tubes with δn/nc = 0.35 and 0.7 is also shown in Figure 3b,
represented as dotted lines.

Given that the flux tube content is conserved in the interchange instabil-
ity, flux tubes with δn/nc = 0.35 and 0.7 at 6 Rj have the same content as
plasmas at 6.7 and 8.0 Rj, respectively (two intersections of the horizontal
broken lines with the solid line in Figure 3b). This indicates that the
inward moving flux tube at 6 Rj originates from 6.7 to 8.0 Rj, suggesting
that in the torus flux tubes are interchanged with those in the adjacent
outer region.

The in situ phase space density measurements of energetic ions by
Thorne et al. (1997) suggested that a flux tube with spiky phase space
density found at 6.03 Rj originates from 6.3 Rj if the energetic ions in
the flux tube move adiabatically inward. Bagenal and Delamere (2011)
showed that the outward transport speed at L < 10 is less than
1 km/s, while that at L > 10 reaches a few 100 km/s. This implies that
transport is diffusive in the central torus and gets advective outside
the torus. The diffusive transport is consistent with our concept of adja-
cently interchanged flux tubes.

3.2. Adopted Parameters

To estimate the plasmamass loading rate, equation (8) is rewritten in prac-
tical form:

_M ¼ mi

Th

δn=nc
1� δn=ncð Þ

W in

W total

� �
W total

WHisaki

� �
WHisaki (12)

whereWHisaki is the total EUV emission power of torus measured with Hisaki, the ratio [Win/Wtotal] is the frac-
tion of the total hot electron input energy to torus emission power for all wavelengths from UV to infrared
Wtotal, and the ratio [Wtotal/WHisaki] is the conversion factor from the power measured with Hisaki to Wtotal.

The present study uses a ratio [Win/Wtotal] = 0.26, which is the canonical value adopted by Bagenal and
Delamere (2011) from the range 0.26–0.66, which was estimated from the energy balance in the physical
chemistry model fitted to the Voyager and Cassini observations (Delamere et al., 2004; Delamere &
Bagenal, 2003; Steffl et al., 2006). Actually, the ratio [Win/Wtotal] is temporally variable in response to the
volcanic activity at Io. However, in the present study we keep the ratio temporally constant for a primary
order estimation of mass loading. One should note that the constant [Win/Wtotal] leads to uncertainty in
the estimated mass loading. The factor [Wtotal/WHisaki] is estimated to be 2.1 by taking the ratio of the
emission power at 570–1,460 Å to that at 0–104 Å, modeled by the CHIANTI database with the canonical
density and temperature of the torus (see, e.g., Steffl et al., 2004a, 2004b, 2006, 2008, and Yoshioka
et al., 2011, 2014, for details of the spectral modeling). Based on the previous section, δn/nc is set to
0.44, which is the mean of the estimations by Kivelson et al. (1997) and Thorne et al. (1997). The average
ion mass mi is approximately 25 amu with reference to the recent chemical model by Yoshioka et al. (2017).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. The hot electron energy input to the torusWin as a function of the
hot electron temperature Th and mass loading rate _M (see equation (11)).
(a) Win for a density differential δn/nc = 0.7 and (b) that for δn/nc = 0.35. The
white solid lines show themaximum andminimum values ofWin constrained
by previous studies (Win = 0.2, 0.9).
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The hot electron temperature Th = 300 eV is adopted from the range
100–400 eV, estimated from the recent Hisaki observations as referred
to above (Yoshikawa et al., 2016, 2017). These adopted parameters are
summarized in Table 1.

One should note that some of the input parameters have uncertain-
ties that likely reach several tens of percent with respect to their
standard values. The derived mass loading rate also has a similar
uncertainty because of the linear propagation of the input parameter
uncertainty.

4. Data Set

The Extreme Ultraviolet Spectroscope for Exospheric Dynamics (EXCEED;
Yoshioka et al., 2013) onboard Hisaki measures EUV photons from 470 to
1,530 Å, which are reduced to spatiospectral images with 1,024 × 1,024
pixels. Spatial resolution is 17 arcsec, corresponding to ~1 Rj around
Jupiter’s opposition. The “dumbbell-shaped” slit with a width of 360 arcsec
in the east–west direction and a thickness of 140 arcsec in the north-south
direction was positioned on the northern aurora. The observation period
spans from day of year (DOY) �34 to 134 in 2015 (27 November 2014 to
14 May 2015), during which Yoshikawa et al. (2017) discovered enhance-
ments in the torus ion emission that are suggestive of some volcanic erup-
tions at Io starting around DOY 20. An enhancement in Jupiter’s sodium
nebula, which is associated with Io’s volcanic eruptions, also started to
increase on DOY 20 (Kleer & Pater, 2016; Yoneda et al., 2015). Time varia-
tions in the emission power of the aurora at 900–1,480 Å were extracted
from the imaging spectra, as described in Kimura et al. (2015, 2016,
2017), excluding geocoronal emissions as well as those monitored with
Hisaki described in Kuwabara et al. (2017). The torus emission power was
extracted from the 570–1,460 Å range in the same manner as the aurora
and converted to that at 0–104 Å. Time resolutions of the aurora and torus
power were 10 min.

The solar wind was not monitored near Jupiter during the present obser-
vation period. We estimate the solar wind variation at Jupiter using a
one-dimensional MHD model that propagates the solar wind measured
at the vicinity of Earth (Tao et al., 2005). Uncertainty in the arrival time of
the solar wind shock structures, the Corotating Interaction Region and
Coronal Mass Ejections, at Jupiter is dependent on the Earth-Sun-Jupiter

angle, which was 82°–180° for the present analysis period. The arrival time uncertainty is estimated to be
approximately a few days or more, as discussed in Kimura et al. (2015, 2016), Kita et al. (2016), and Tao
et al. (2016a, 2016b).

Figure 3. Radial profiles of the equatorial plasma density n and quantity nL4

that is associated with the total flux tube content. (a) The black line is n as a
function of radial distance in Jovian radii adopted from Bagenal and
Delamere (2011). The dotted lines are the density profile decreased by the
density difference δn/nc= 0.35 and 0.7. (b) The radial profile of nL4 in a similar
format to (a) computed based on n and the dipole field L value. The hori-
zontal broken lines show nL4 at 6 Rj for δn/nc= 0.35 and 0.7.

Table 1
Input Parameters for the Plasma Mass Loading Rate Estimation

Value Reference and source

Average ion mass mi 25 amu Yoshioka et al. (2017)
Hot electron temperature Th 300 eV Yoshikawa et al. (2016)
Density differential δn/nc 0.44 Kivelson et al. (1997), Thorne et al. (1997)
Ratio of Win to Wtotal, [Win/Wtotal] 0.26 Bagenal and Delamere (2011)
Conversion factor of WHisaki to Wtotal, [Wtotal/WHisaki] 2.1 Spectra modeled with CHIANTI
Observed EUV power WHisaki Observation with Hisaki
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5. Data Analysis
5.1. Identification of Transient Aurora

Figure 4 shows the emission powers of the aurora (a) and torus (c) in
the present analysis period. The transient aurora is identified by “demo-
dulating” and “detrending” the observed emission power. A sinusoidal
function with an offset A sin (Ωjt) + B, where t is time, Ωj is Jupiter’s
rotation frequency (2π radians per one planetary rotation, i.e.,
~0.63 rad/h), and A and B are free parameters, is fitted to the observed
emission power (Figure 4a) to model the periodic modulation caused by
the corotation of the auroral structure. Subtracting the sinusoidal func-
tion A sin (Ωjt) from the observed power demodulates the rotational
modulation. The demodulated data (black dots in Figure 4b) have a
day-to-day variability associated with the solar wind (see Kita et al.,
2016, for the solar wind associated variability) and a variability with typi-
cal duration of less than 10 h corresponding to the transient aurora.
Long-term variability is extracted from the demodulated data by calcu-
lating the running median with a temporal window of 4 days.
Subtracting the smoothed data (the red solid line in Figure 4b) from
the demodulated data finally derives the detrended data (Figure 5a).
The day-to-day (timescales on >~4 days) variability associated with the
solar wind is suppressed by this processing. From the detrended data,
we identify the transient auroras that are maintained for more than
30 min with amplitudes of more than two standard deviations 2σ (the
horizontal black solid line in Figure 5a) of the data set. The gray-shaded

periods in Figure 5a are the identified transient auroras. We identified 23 transient auroras in the present
analysis period from DOY �34 to 134.

We used the model developed by Tao et al. (2016a, 2016b) to convert the emission power in the 900–1,480 Å
range to the corresponding unabsorbed total emission power from the northern hemisphere in the
700–1,800 Å UV range. This removes the effects of Jupiter’s atmospheric absorption and rotational modula-
tion from the data (see Tao et al., 2016a, 2016b, for details). Based on the unabsorbed power, we found that
the identified 23 transient auroral events emitted energy of ~1015 to 1017 J/event, which corresponds to total
electron energy of ~1016 to 1018 J/event precipitating into the auroral region. The precipitating electron ener-
gies are equivalent to ~0.1–10% of the total kinetic energy stored in the corotating magnetospheric plasma,
which is thus on the order of ~1019 J (Bagenal & Delamere, 2011).

5.2. Response of Transient Aurora to Mass Loading Rate

As shown in Figure 5a, the transient auroral power spans 250 (equivalently 2σ) to 2,000 GW, which is 10 times
larger than the emission power at periods when no transient aurora is observed. The transient aurora recurs
during the period from DOY �34 to �17 followed by a long quiescent period continuing for ~60 days. The
recurrence restarted on DOY 41 and then continued to DOY 134. The temporal interval between each tran-
sient aurora in Figure 5b shows that 2–10 day is the most frequent (21 events) interval. This interval is equiva-
lent to the recurrence frequency of the large-scale Vasyliūnas reconnection and energetic event as discussed
in section 1.

The plasmamass loading rate is estimated from equation (12) with the input parameters listed in Table 1. The
estimated mass loading rate in Figure 5c shows variability that spans 0.3–0.5 t/s: a moderate decrease from
~0.35 t/s to ~0.3 t/s on DOY �34 to 20, an increase from ~0.3 t/s to a peak at ~0.5 t/s on DOY 20–70, a
decrease down to ~0.35 t/s on DOY 70–125, and finally a small increase up to 0.4 t/s on DOY 125–140. The
mass loading enhancement on DOY 20–125 corresponds to several eruptions of volcanoes at Io, as reported
by Kleer and Pater (2016). Yoshikawa et al. (2017) indicated an enhancement in the EUV line emissions of sul-
fur and oxygen ions in multiple charge states. Based on the difference in the temporal evolution between
each ion species and charge state, they concluded that neutral gases erupted from Io’s volcanoes on DOY
20–125, as actually detected by Hisaki during this time (Koga et al., 2017), underwent charge exchange

Figure 4. The powers of the EUV emission from the aurora and torus mea-
sured by Hisaki. (a) The power of the EUV aurora at 900–1,480 Å. (b) The
power demodulated by the sinusoidal function fitting (black dots) and that
smoothed by running median with a temporal window of 4 days (red solid
line). (c) The total power of the torus emission at 0–104 Å.
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and electron impact, and were finally picked up as the ions in the torus.
The mass loading rate in the present study shows that picked-up ions pro-
vide plasma mass to the magnetosphere during the volcanic event at a
relatively higher rate (0.5 t/s) than usual (0.3 t/s).

It is remarkable that the recurrent frequency of the transient aurora is
insensitive to the solar wind dynamic pressure (Figure 4d). The 60 day
aurora quiescent period spans from DOY �17 to 41 although there are
significant spikes in the dynamic pressure. However, there is a significant
dependence of aurora on the mass loading. The transient aurora started
the frequent recurrence (2–10 day period) on DOY 41 after the mass
loading started to increase. The recurrence stopped for ~20 days in the
end of mass loading decrease around DOY 120. The disappearance of
the recurrent aurora on DOY �17 could also be associated with the
decrease in the mass loading from DOY �34 to DOY 0. These observa-
tional results do not contradict implications that the transient aurora
and energetic event are likely associated with the mass loading and
are basically independent of the solar wind; that is, they are “internally
driven” processes, as recently argued in Kimura et al. (2015, 2017) and
other studies.

However, we suggest that there is an exceptional correspondence
between the transient aurora and the solar wind. The transient aurora with
a peak power of ~2 TW, which is the strongest auroral power in the present
analysis period, occurs during the interplanetary shock arrival at Jupiter on
DOY 87. The unabsorbed emission power of the peak is estimated to be
~10 TW by the Tao et al. (2016a, 2016b) model. The temporal intervals
between the strongest event and adjacent transient auroras are ~10 days,
which are longer than the most frequent interval of 2–6 days. This corre-
spondence implies that the transient aurora is, in some cases, forced to
occur due to the solar wind disturbance. On DOY 142 in 2017, when
Juno detected a solar wind forward shock arriving at Jupiter, Hisaki
observed the transient aurora with one of the largest peak powers that
has been measured through the entire Hisaki observing period from
November 2013 to July 2016 (Kimura et al., 2017; Nichols et al., 2017).
This solar wind associated brightening was also fragmentally observed

by Cassini (Tsuchiya et al., 2010), supporting the idea suggested by the present study that the transient aurora
is correlated with the solar wind disturbance.

6. Discussion
6.1. Validity of Our Analytical Model

The two-dimensional MHD simulation by Hiraki et al. (2012) reproduced the interchange motion of the equa-
torial plasma in the plasma torus. Their study indicated an extreme example of radially outward transport via
the interchange instability, of which the transport timescale is 2–3 days (Figures 3 and 4 in their paper). In
their case, the initial distribution of the radial density profile is limited to 10 Io radii, which is much narrower
than the actual scale length (approximately some Jovian radii). The interchange instability is strongly ampli-
fied by a steep density gradient. Thus, the radial transport timescale of 2–3 days is regarded as an extremely
fast case. The timescale of 11–60 days that was observationally estimated by Bagenal and Delamere (2011)
and that of 30–40 days was estimated by the radial diffusion model of Copper et al. (2016).

If the plasma torus mass contained in a 10 Rj radius disc, which is approximately the total mass of magneto-
sphere ~1.5 Mt (Bagenal & Delamere, 2011), is transported out of the torus within the 2–3 day period,
the mass loading rate corresponds to 1.5–2.1 t/s. Therefore, the mass loading rate is constrained to be less
than 2.1 t/s with a transport timescale longer than ~2 days. Our estimation from the Hisaki observation is
0.3–0.5 t/s, which is consistently less than the extremely fast case.

Figure 5. Time series of (a) the emission power and (b) recurrence frequency
of the transient aurora, (c) estimated mass loading, and (d) solar wind
dynamic pressure in the present analysis period. The gray shades in (a) show
the periods when the transient aurora occurred with an amplitude two times
larger than the standard deviation of the data set for duration greater than
30 min. The recurrence frequency in (b) is the temporal interval between the
onsets of the adjacent transient auroras. The black dot in (c) is the raw
mass loading rate estimated with the use of equation (12), and the red solid
line is the mass loading rate smoothed by running median with a temporal
window of 4 days. The dynamic pressure in (d) is extrapolated from the
Earth’s orbit by a one-dimensional MHD simulation (Tao et al., 2005).
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In the present analysis period, the outward transport velocity vout is estimated to be 25–40 m/s from equa-
tion (9) with the parameters presented in Table 1, cold plasma density nc = 2, 000/cm3, scale height
H = 1 Rj, and radial distance r = 6 Rj. Parameter vout peaked at 40 m/s on DOY 70 when the mass loading rate
also reached a maximum. This is naturally consistent with the outward velocity of 20–100 m/s at 6 Rj pre-
viously estimated from in situ observations and the physical chemistry model by Bagenal and Delamere
(2011) and Yoshioka et al. (2017).

The I/O area ratio A is estimated to be 0.5–0.8% from equation (10) with the parameters presented in Table 1,
nc = 2, 000/cm3, H = 1 Rj, r = 6 Rj, and vin = 5 km/s. Yoshikawa et al. (2016) estimated the inward moving velo-
city of hot electrons vin to be 2–12 km/s under the assumption of hot electron temperature at 100–400 eV.

Here we assume again that the scale heights of the inward and outward moving flux tubes are of the same
quantity. This leads to vout and I/O area ratio greater than those with the temperature-dependent
scale height.

The given inward velocity of 5 km/s also agrees with another estimation by Russell et al. (2005), who inferred a
velocity of a few kilometers per second from magnetic field measurements of the hot inward moving flux
tube. They assumed that the occurrence frequency of the inward moving flux tube is equivalent to the frac-
tion of the azimuthal area of the inward moving flux, as described in section 2 of the present study. Assuming
conservation of magnetic flux, they estimated vin to be a few kilometers per second for a canonical mass load-
ing rate of 1 t/s, with an I/O area ratio of 0.3%. Thus, we adopt vin = 5 km/s in this discussion. Our resultant A of
0.5–0.8% is comparable with the estimation of 0.3% by Russell et al. (2005). It should be noted that in the pre-
sent analysis period, A increased from 0.5% up to 0.8% as themass loading rate increased. Under the assump-
tion of a constant vin, this implies that the inward moving flux tube occurred more frequently due to the
higher volcanic activity.

Thorne et al. (1997) estimated the inward velocity to be ~100 km/s based on the in situ measurements of
magnetic field and kiloelectronvolt particle by Galileo. However, this estimation does not agree with the
inward velocity of a few kilometers per second recently estimated from the dynamics and distribution of
hot electron at 100–400 eV observed from Hisaki (Yoshikawa et al., 2016; Yoshioka et al., 2017). Here we keep
adopting the inward velocity of a few kilometers per second to ensure consistency with the recent Hisaki
observation by Yoshikawa et al. (2016) and Yoshioka et al. (2017).

Based on the above discussion, we conclude that the present estimation of the three quantities, _M, vout, and A,
are consistent with previous observations and theories. This justifies the assumptions and formulations of our
analytical model.

6.2. Plasma Mass Accumulated in Magnetosphere

We estimate the total mass accumulated in the magnetosphere from the observed mass loading rate, shown
with the solid black line in Figure 6a. The observed mass loading rate is temporally integrated from the time
when the transient aurora dimmed out on DOY�15. Here it is assumed that there is nomass release from the
magnetosphere. It should be noted that plasma mass was already accumulating in the magnetosphere
before the starting time of integration. The present analysis just indicates a difference in the cumulative mass
from the epoch. One should also note that mass release by the drizzle is not considered here for simplicity.
Therefore, our estimated cumulative mass is potentially overestimated.

When the transient aurora recurred again on DOY 41 after the quiescent period, the cumulative mass reached
the total mass of the magnetosphere, ~1.5 Mt, which is comparable with that estimated from the radial pro-
file of mass density measured by the in situ observations (Bagenal & Delamere, 2011). Although it is still
unclear what magnetospheric disturbance corresponds to the transient aurora, if we suppose the transient
aurora is an indicator of plasmoid ejection via the large-scale Vasyliūnas reconnection, the recurrence
of plasmoid ejection likely requires the “precondition” that the amount comparable to the total mass of mag-
netosphere is supplied from the torus.

6.3. Balance Between Mass Loading and Plasmoid Ejection

Jupiter’s magnetosphere likely releases the plasma mass via the processes introduced in section 1. The recur-
rent plasmoid ejection associated with the large-scale Vasyliūnas reconnection has been thought to be the
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most significant mass release process in previous studies (e.g., Kronberg et al., 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009; Krupp
et al., 1998; Vasyliūnas, 1983; Woch et al., 1998). However, the contribution of the plasmoid ejection to the
total mass balance of the magnetosphere is still a big open question, mainly because of the large
uncertainty in the plasmoid mass.

Recent studies estimated the plasmoid mass with different sizes and occurrence frequencies based on the in
situ observations of reconnection sites (~100 Rj; Bagenal, 2007; Kronberg et al., 2008; McComas et al., 2014;
Vogt et al., 2014), ranging from 28 to ~10,000 t. With these plasmoid masses, the temporally averaged rate
of mass release from the magnetosphere reaches only 120 kg/s or less, which does not balance the typical
mass loading rate of 0.26–1.4 t/s. Bagenal (2007) and Delamere, Otto, et al. (2015) proposed the small-scale
“drizzle” process to resolve the discrepancy between the mass loss and source rates.

Cowley et al. (2015) attributed the discrepancy to small plasmoid sizes from 230 to ~20,000 Rj
3. Theymodified

the size to a larger value by introducing a flux tube stretching process in the distant tail region. In the mod-
ification, they referred to the global MHD simulation by Fukazawa et al. (2010), which indicated the creation
of large plasmoids with ~300 Rj cross-tail length and ~25 Rj radius in the nightside meridian plane, that is, a
volume of 6 × 105 Rj

3. This large plasmoid is consistent with those discovered by the in situ observations of a
distant tail region of >500 Rj by New Horizons (McComas & Bagenal, 2007). With a size of 6 × 105 Rj

3, density
of 0.02/cm3 and particle mass of 20 amu in the tail region (Fukazawa et al., 2010), the plasmoid mass is
approximately 0.14 Mt (1.4 × 105 t).

In the present analysis, we investigate the balance between the mass release via the heavy plasmoid ejection
and the mass loading. Here the plasmoid is assumed to be ejected from the magnetosphere simultaneously
as the transient aurora, followed by the recurrent reduction of the cumulative mass. The black broken lines in
Figure 6b show the mass balance in the same format as Figure 6a. The upper broken line is estimated with a
plasmoidmass of 28 t while the bottom line is estimated with amass of 0.14 Mt. The light blue region shows a
possible range of cumulative mass. It should be noted that for plasmoid ejections of 0.14 Mt, the cumulative
mass is suppressed down to the total mass of magnetosphere on DOY 40–106, while the ejections of 28 ton

Figure 6. (a) Total mass accumulated in the magnetosphere without mass release process. The black solid line is the total
mass temporally integrated from the epoch on DOY �15, shown with the black vertical dotted line. The gray shades
show intervals when the transient auroras were observed. The estimated mass loading rate is shown with the red broken
line in arbitrary units. The black horizontal dotted line shows the total mass of magnetosphere (Bagenal & Delamere, 2011).
(b) Total mass accumulated in the magnetosphere with mass release via plasmoid ejection in the same format as (a).
The upper black broken line shows the cumulative mass with mass release via recurrent plasmoid release at a rate of
28 t/plasmoid, while the bottom black broken line shows the mass with release at a rate of 0.14 Mt/plasmoid.
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shows insignificant contribution to the mass loss. Although it is unclear whether recurrence of plasmoid
ejection restarted from DOY 134 due to lack of observations, the recurrence of plasmoid could restart after
~0.9 Mt was accumulated throughout the long quiescent period on DOY 106–134.

Variability in plasmoid mass is also investigated under the assumption that plasma mass loading during the
temporal interval between two adjacent transient auroras is entirely ejected at the time of the subsequent
transient aurora. In other words, the total mass of the magnetosphere is assumed to be constant by plasmoid
ejections with the variable mass. Figure 7 shows the variable plasmoid massΔM t2ð Þat plasmoid ejection time

t2, which is estimated from the temporal integration of the mass loading rateΔM t2ð Þ ¼ ∫t2t1
_M tð Þdt, where _M tð Þ

is themass loading as function of time, t1 is starting time of the previous transient aurora, and t2 is the starting
time of the subsequent transient aurora. The variability in plasmoidmass during DOY 41–106 spans from 0.09
to 0.5 Mt.

Based on the discussion regarding temporally constant and variable plasmoid masses, we conclude that a
plasmoid mass greater than ~0.1 Mt is necessary in case that the recurrent plasmoid ejection is the only pro-
cess for mass release.

7. Summary

We developed an analytic method for estimating the mass loading at Jupiter based on the interchange
instability in the Io torus. This analytic model was used to constrain the parameters associated with the
interchange instability:

1. According to previous in situ measurements and a physical chemistry model, the density differential of
the inward moving flux tube δn/nc was constrained to be 0.35–0.7.

2. The constrained density differential suggests that in the torus flux tubes are interchanged with those in
the adjacent outer region; for example, a flux tube at 6 Rj is likely interchanged with that at 6.7–8 Rj.

Following our analytic model, the mass loading rate was estimated from the torus EUVmonitoring during Io’s
volcanic eruptions in 2015 and compared with the transient aurora. We obtained the following observation
results:

3. Mass loading rate varied over a range of 0.3–0.5 t/s during the volcanic eruptions on DOY 20–125.
4. During the relatively low mass loading period of DOY�17 to 41, the transient aurora dimmed out even at

the solar wind shock arrival.
5. During the relatively high mass loading period of DOY 41–125, the transient aurora indicated the

recurrence typically at a 2–6 day period.
6. There was an exceptional transient auroral event with an emission power of 10 TW around the solar wind

shock arrival at Jupiter on DOY 87.
7. Energies equivalent to 0.1–10% of the total kinetic energy stored in the corotating magnetospheric

plasma are input to each transient aurora.

Figure 7. Plasmoid mass estimated from temporal interval of the transient aurora and mass loading rate. The plasmoid
mass ΔM at time of transient aurora is given by the temporal integration of the mass loading rate ΔM t2ð Þ ¼ ∫t2t1

_M tð Þdt,
where _M tð Þ is the mass loading as function of time, t1 is starting time of the previous transient aurora, and t2 is transient
aurora of interest. Horizontal thick black bars show the estimatedΔM corresponding to each transient aurora that occurred
at the right edge of the black bar.
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Based on the observation results, we speculate the circulation and release of plasma mass:

8. The I/O area ratio and outward moving flux speed likely varied over ranges of 0.5–0.8% and 25–40 m/s in
correlation with the mass loading rate, respectively.

9. The recurrence of plasmoid ejection requires the precondition that the amount comparable to the total
mass of magnetosphere, ~1.5 Mt, is carried out of the torus.

10. A large plasmoid mass greater than 0.1 Mt is necessary in case that the recurrent plasmoid ejection is the
only process for mass release.
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